Give heritage professionals the opportunity to make an impact by helping ICOMOS raise 20 000€!

For this #GivingTuesday, ICOMOS is launching a crowdfunding campaign focused on inclusivity and mobilizing our organization’s greatest asset: heritage professionals!

Share Your Practices of Linking Nature and Culture for Conservation

A Nature-Culture Thematic Community on the PANORAMA platform, coordinated jointly by ICCROM, IUCN and ICOMOS, was recently launched by the World Heritage Leadership Programme at the ICOMOS GA2020 Marker event.

ICOMOS Australia instigates a stamp issue featuring Australian WH properties

Australia Post has issued commemorative stamps featuring four of Australia’s cultural World Heritage properties.

This stamp issue was instigated by Australia ICOMOS to mark what would have been the 2020 ICOMOS General Assembly in Sydney and this connection is acknowledged on the commemorative pack.
ICOMOS participates in the first meeting for the ministers of culture at the G20 Summit

Toshiyuki Kono, President of ICOMOS, participated at the virtual “Joint meeting for the ministers of culture” held by the Saudi Ministry of Culture on the occasion of the G20 Summit hosted this year by Saudi Arabia on November 4.

Outcomes of ICOMOS University forum published in the IJCP

Six extended papers have been published after full peer review in a special issue on “Authenticity and Reconstruction”, guest-edited by Cornelius Holtorf, in the International Journal of Cultural Property 27(2), 2020, 161-290. The papers are accessible in free open access at the links below:

Culture x Climate 2020

Culture x Climate 2020 is a virtual global forum for arts, culture and heritage-based climate action presented by the Climate Heritage Network. It runs from 12 October to 27 November, anchored by Climate Heritage Week 2020 (16-22 November).
Calendar

Consult the ICOMOS Calendar of events by ICOMOS National Committees and International Scientific Committees.
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